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Guiding Questions
● What is an ‘ah-ha’ that you have from this 

information?

● In what capacities does this material connect 
with our work?

● What opportunities exist for parallels 
between trauma and our MO SW-PBS 
framework? What areas could be 
strengthened? What areas need to remain 
discrete from one another?



Objectives

Differentiate between a traditional and a trauma-
informed approach to education. 

Identify the SW-PBS effective teaching and learning 
practices that align to a trauma-informed framework. 





Paradigm shifts…
1. Function-based thinking
2. Label behavior, not people
3. Teaching & re-teaching is crucial (teaching is not telling, 

avoid assumptions)
4. MTSS (integrated, collaborative approach to student-

centered supports for all)



Function-Based Thinking…
vHuman behavior is functional. 

vHuman behavior is predictable (and 
maintained by outcomes).

vHuman behavior is learned (and 
therefore changeable). Power/Control are not usually functions…

Ask yourself, “How do you know that the 
function is power/control?”



Label behavior, not people



What’s wrong with you?
OR

What happened to you? 







Tiered Support
Tier 3 – Intensive
• Individualized
• Assessment-based
• Intense, Durable Procedures

Tier 2 – Targeted
• Some Students, At Risk
• High Efficiency
• Rapid Response

Tier 1 Universal
• All Students
• All Settings
• Preventive, Proactive

Intensive, Individualized Intervention
• Remediate foundational skills
• Increased dosage and intensity of instruction
• Increased progress monitoring frequency

Targeted Small Group Intervention
• Assessment identifies needs
• Increased dosage and intensity of instruction
• Increased progress monitoring frequency

Core Instruction for All Students
• Clearly articulated scientific research base
• Involve explicit instructional strategies
• Provide consistent organizational and instructional 

routines
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Golden Rules
● Consistent & Predictable

● Explain does not Excuse 
(function-based problem-
solving)

● Maybe they’re doing the best 
they can...and maybe it’s not 
good enough



Effective Positive Classroom 
Environments

“We can’t make kids learn.  We can’t make kids 
behave.  All we can do is create environments that 
increase the likelihood that students will learn.  We 
create environments that increase the likelihood that 
students behave.”

(T. J. Lewis, personal communication, 2015)



Effective Classroom Practices

1. Classroom Expectations
2. Classroom Procedures & Routines
3. Encouraging Expected Behavior
4. Discouraging Inappropriate Behavior
5. Active Supervision
6. Opportunities to Respond
7. Activity Sequencing & Choice
8. Task Difficulty





Supporting All Students with 
Classwide Social Skills Instruction
SEL programs can be taught in 
general education classrooms to 
all students at tier 1, whether or 
not they are identified as at risk. 
This allows many disorders that 
frequently go unnoticed and 
untreated, such as internalizing 
disorders, to be addressed.

(Kramer, Caldarella, Young, Fischer, & Warren, 2014)
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Examples are for illustrative purposes only.  No endorsement or recommendation for a particular 
strategy or program is implied by the presenter. Source for examples: What Works Clearinghouse, 
Simonsen et al, 2008.

Behavior 
Examples

https://www.pbis.org

https://ies.ed.gov/ncee/wwc/FWW

http://pbismissouri.org

https://casel.org

http://www.rtinetwork.org/
https://www.pbis.org/
https://ies.ed.gov/ncee/wwc/FWW
http://pbismissouri.org/
https://casel.org/


Classwide Social Skills Instruction

Program Guides

https://casel.org/guide/




Supporting All Students with 
Classwide Social Skills Instruction
Mental health is FOR ALL
- Ground social-emotional 
curriculum into the larger 
expectations. 

(teaching matrix that is used for precorrection; 
e.g., places to eat at lunch … “does everyone 
have a plan for where they are going to eat 
lunch based upon their needs”) 





Emotional Regulation

Coping Skills Flyer

Noticing the 5 Senses Log

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1HonGMY_d6xcpz4AbFsri273hnna6QBWM
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1rQt4SEbsOQheEiVtCKb2BUnrkr4OncKU


MINDFULNESS IS A NEUROLOGICAL INTERVENTION

• Grounding Strategies
– Mental Grounding

• Counting, categories, easy recall
– Physical Grounding

• Take a deep breath, run cool water over your 
hands, tapping, squeeze lemons

– Self-soothing Grounding
• Positive self-talk, positive memory



MOVEMENT
• Brain Breaks (yes, at the secondary level)

• APL Brain Breaks Guide & More Resources
• Take A Break Toolbox

• Small movement can make a huge difference 
• Tapping foot, throwing away some trash, moving seats

• Tell a joke, Community Meeting, Play a song
• Assign a task, encourage interaction with a younger peer
• Check yourself before you wreck yourself: What does your body look like?

Low & Slow

https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B5JSPkiOlzV6SFJWMnVOX3l0S3c/view?usp=sharing
https://goo.gl/mdgpG9
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1_w4vxd2WKtUlh1jgGCJDHYO639CRGYAw




Your Role
“I have come to a frightening conclusion.  I am the decisive element  in the 

classroom.  It is my personal approach that created the climate.  It is my 

daily mood that makes the weather.  

As a teacher, I possess tremendous power to make a child’s life miserable 

or joyous.  I can be a tool of torture or an instrument of inspiration.  I can 

humiliate or humor, hurt or heal.  

In all situations it is my response that decides whether a crisis will be 

escalated or de-escalated and a child humanized or dehumanized.”

~ Dr. Haim Ginott



YOUR Self-Care

● Grounding yourself
○ Grounding Strategies: 

https://goo.gl/NWQgJu
○ Finding Time: 

https://goo.gl/WsMehw

● Self-Care beyond right now 
(What is your plan to replenish 
the well?)
○ Worksheet Link: 

https://goo.gl/sSpgcD

https://goo.gl/NWQgJu
https://goo.gl/WsMehw
https://goo.gl/sSpgcD


MINDFULNESS IS A NEUROLOGICAL INTERVENTION

• Grounding Strategies
– Mental Grounding

• Counting, categories, easy recall
– Physical Grounding

• Take a deep breath, run cool water over your 
hands, tapping, squeeze lemons

– Self-soothing Grounding
• Positive self-talk, positive memory





YOUR Self-Care - Boundaries

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xATF5uYVRkM

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xATF5uYVRkM
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